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Plantation Masonry Wood Burning Fireplace Product Offering

MODEL DESCRIPTION BRICK PATTERN COLOR

F48HRA 48" Masonry Wood Burning Fireplace Herringbone Warm Red

F48HIA 48" Masonry Wood Burning Fireplace Herringbone Ivory

Venting system: 12" Double Wall Wood Burning Pipe

Accessory Offering Summary

• Masonry Wood Storage Nooks

• Ceramic Bi-Fold Glass Doors

• Combustible Floor Hearth Spacer

• Outside Combustion Air Kits

• Gas Log Kits & Accessories

The Plantation is the flagship of the Grand Masters Series.  This just may be 
the perfect manufactured fireplace at 48" wide, 42" tall and a slanted back.  
Even more impressive is that the hearth floor lies only 1½" above the ground, 
just like the highest quality traditional masonry hearths.  With real firebrick 
to boost, it’s no wonder why this was a Vesta Award winner.  Now we’ve 
made installing the firebrick even simpler with our new Mosaic Masonry™ 
technology... authentic masonry homeowners will love!

The Plantation is a dominant feature in any home.  It’s nearly 12" taller than 
the nearest contender, with a rich split herringbone brick pattern. The Mosaic 
Masonry™ firebrick lining system positions FMI’s Grand Masters Series as the 
industry’s only real masonry, factory built and UL 127 lab certified fireplaces!  
The beautiful kiln-fired clay firebrick walls are indistinguishable from site-built 
masonry.  Available in Ivory and traditional Warm Red. The Plantation also 
features a real masonry style damper door and smoke closet, and vents with 
12" double wall chimney.  It’s among the most reliable, highest performing 
fireplaces available.

The patented Mosaic Masonry™ firebrick kit is a complete masonry lining 
system of engineered, steel reinforced, kiln fired clay firebrick walls that install 
as easily as typical factory-built  concrete liners, but finish just like site-built 
masonry.  They’re even hand grouted in the factory to minimize site installation 
time.

The Plantation features a rich “split” herringbone brick pattern.  The 
dramatic 48" x 42" opening is easily the largest in the industry.  It’s also 
the only wood burning fireplace featuring a flush hearth floor design.

*Add 4 3/4" for hearth spacer on combustible floors

Firebox Dimensions
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Mosaic Masonry™ made simple.  
All new engineered firebrick walls  are hand grouted in the 

factory. Steel reinforced, factory-built masonry walls easily slip 
into place and securely fasten to the steel fireplace wall.  

Choose Ivory or Warm Red brick in herringbone brick patterns.  
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